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590Manchester City midfielder Kevin De Bruyne has
revealed how his experiences of playing in the

Champions League helped him improve during the
recent low points of his career. The Belgium

international was on the losing side in the play-off final
last season, but says his involvement in the

competition has done wonders for his game. 'I am a
person who needs stability and consistency,' he told

BBC Sport. 'For me, the Champions League is the
biggest club competition in the world. You see some
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amazing football. You get to know a new group of
people, a new city, and you're treated like a champion.
'It's not just a competition for me, it is also a culture.

You develop into a champion. And you play like a
champion. It is always good to be the highest. 'Maybe I

wasn't totally happy with how I did in the final, but I
am proud of how I played. I was a bit unlucky with the

first goal and the second goal. 'But it was a great
experience. I have nothing bad to say about the

Champions League.' Manchester City midfielder Kevin
De Bruyne says his experiences in the Champions

League have been a key part of his development. De
Bruyne joined the English side in the summer of 2015

from Wolfsburg and was in the City XI that lost the
final to Liverpool last season. And, amid suggestions
that he could leave the Etihad Stadium in search of a
new challenge this summer, he said: 'I'm happy to be
here and to be a Manchester City player. I'm proud to
be the Belgian national player in an English club.'Q:
flexmath - LaTeX has no effect in presentation I use
LaTeX for my presentation. I wanted to use flexmath

package to do some nice stuffs. Here is the code:
\documentclass{beamer} \usepackage{amsmath}

\usepackage{amsthm} \usepackage{fancyvrb}
\usepackage{fancybox} \use
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